
   

  
  

Ex-head of Kutuzovskoye rural settlement, of Solnechnogorsk District
and, former deputy chief of Solnechnogorsk department of cadastral
office Solnechnogorsk department to stand trial in Moscow Region

 

  
  

The investigating bodies of the Main Investigations Directorate of the Russia’s Investigative
Committee in Moscow Region have finished investigating a criminal case against ex-head of
Kutuzovskoye rural settlement, Solnechnogorsk District Anatoly Streltsov and former deputy chief
of Solnechnogorsk department of cadastral office Yelena Koveshnikova. They are charged with
crimes under part 4 of article 159 of the RF Criminal Code (fraud) and part 2 of article 292 of the
RF Criminal Code (forgery).

According to investigators, in 2009 Streltsov was elected the head of Kutuzovskoye rural settlement.
In 2010 he found land plots, situated in the village of Blagoveschenka in Kutuzovskoye rural
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settlement, having a status of State Forest Fund lands. Then the official arranged to put records in
Blagoveschenka registers of economic activities , confirming that in 1992 his relatives and
acquaintances, as well as those of Koveshnikova had been allotted land plots in Blagoveschenka.
There were 12 land plots in total, 20 hundred square meters each. After that Streltsov organized
forging of corresponding extracts from registers. He signed the extracts and affixed the seal of the
rural settlement, as well as issued a decision to label the lands Based on these documents,
Koveshnikova registered them in cadastral office and assigned cadastral numbers to the land plots.
Later the ownership of Kolesnikova’s and Streltsov’s friends and relatives for those land plots was
registered. Almost at once 8 of those land plots were sold for 990 thousand rubles each. 

As a result, the illegal actions of Streltsov and Koveshnikova caused damage to the Russian
Federation, totaling about 36 million rubles. 

The investigators have collected sufficient evidence, and the criminal case with the approved
indictment will soon be sent to court to be tried on the merits.
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